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15.6 Lighting

Main house and apple Barn 

The main house and the apple barn are located far from the 
vegetation corridor. Light spill from the main house will be mostly 
unchanged. The pavilion is designed to be used for its view, therefore 
limited use is proposed after dark. The glazing to the new roof 
pavilion will be set back from the edge of the pavilion and automatic 
blinds are proposed for all elements of glazing. The new openings 
on the south of the apple barn are minimal and face into a sunken 
courtyard which will contain light spill.

Building lighting close to the brook
Lighting within the new outbuildings would only likely be used after 
sunset, and the buildings are design for occasional use. Light spill 
onto the brook would therefore be temporary at most. Furthermore, 
when lights are switched on at night in  the guest suites, it is more 
than likely that the curtains would be closed (although of course this 
is not guaranteed).

Light spill from the proposed buildings on the southern bank of the 
brook will illuminate localised areas of vegetation on some occasions 
when bats may be present, but this will be intermittent and 
occasional. The additional planting will mean that there is no net loss 
in the width of the commuting corridor, and bats will not therefore be 
prevented from commuting through the landscape. The ecological 
effect is therefore not significant beyond a localised area of the site.

Landscaping lighting
As detailed in the landscaping document, where garden lighting is 
used, it will be installed at a low level and be of a low (warm white) 
colour temperature. Uplighting will be avoided to prevent glare from 
disrupting nocturnal fliers.
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15.7 Foul Drainage and Phosphates

A drainage survey has been carried out by Solum Surveying 
Ltd in July 20223 at the premises to determine the foul water 
arrangement and outfall from site. The following was concluded: -

1. There are no foul sewers within the site or local area
2. There are no treatment plants, septic tanks or cesspits on the 
premises
3. Foul water from the main house discharges to 2.no outfalls.
a. To the north of the property, the foul drain outfalls directly to the 
brook
b. To the east of the property the foul drainage discharges to the 
culvert from the overflow drain
of the middle pond.

Proposed drainage and Phosphates
There to the requirement to protect this area from phosphate 
pollution, it is required to demonstrate that the proposed 
development has no adverse impact on the phosphate levels within 
the sub-catchment which it discharges into. 

Due to the absence of foul sewers in the vicinity and ground 
conditions unsuitable for drainage fields; it is proposed to discharge 
foul water through a biological treatment plant and outfall treated 
water to Bradley Brook.

The proposed works will use a Graf One2Clean package treatment 
plant (PTP), which has a phosphate reduction efficiency of 80.2%. 
It is a biological treatment plant with no requirement for chemical 
dosing. The pool backwash will be dealt with separately. This will be 
collated in a cesspit, sized appropriately, and be emptied as and 
when required.

The proposed development will provide a betterment in total 
phosphorous load despite the increase in population with the 
introduction of a treatment plant. No further mitigation measures 
are required.

See full details of the calculations in the submitted Phosphate 
Mitigation Strategy produced by Hydrock. 
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Headwall.01
IL 28.270

Existing storm water
chamber to remain to allow
egress of potential ground
water. Cover to be replaced
with triple sealed cover
appropriate for new flooring

Apple barn foul drainage shown indicatively.
Further coordination with architect required to
ascertain foul stack locations

High level over flow
connection required
to mitigate flood risk
in case of blockages

RWP drain to be routed
under building slab to avoid

tree root zone to the rear.

Basement
arrangement (pink)

Drainage associated with the swimming
pool edges shown indicatively and is  to

be designed by pool specialist

Outfall to be removed and old stone
shallow culvert to be removed /
grubbed up. Note existing overflow
in the south west corner of the pond
to remain.

Existing pond
overflow to remain

Existing drain from
pond to be grouted
beneath building
footprint .

Existing drain from pond to be
grouted beneath building footprint .

Civil Engineer and Landscape
Architect to coordinate and tie in
levels to existing ground within
this area. Note local chambers
depth and type may change.

Foul water treatment plant. Location of Treatment
plant to be beyond 10m from the habitable
dwelling and within 30m of maintenance vehicle
parking location. Product to conform to Mendip
District Council requirements and comply to
approved Phosphates report in accordance with
Somerset Waste Core Strategy (2013).
Approximate size for 24 persons,
Dimensions (based on Klargester BioAir 7
Sewage Plant) = 5.555m x 1.920mØ
Installation depth = 2.245m to 3.745m

Anti-flood valve to be fixed to the
incoming pipe from SMH.10 to stop
surcharge and flooding of lower
external area

SMH.12 shows a gravity outfall. This results in the downstream
system being approximately 500mm deeper (subject to Architect's
surface levels proposals).  Alternatively a pump is to be installed to
allow excavations to be shallower and ensure the outfall headwall
into the brook is above the water line

Hydrobrake chamber restricting storm water discharge to 2.4 l/s.
Outfall to Bradley Brook.

Hydrobrake unit reference = MD-SHE-0069-2400-1300-2400
Design head = 1.50m

MUGA pitch to have permeable asphalt surface.   Tarmac
Ultiporous Tennis Asphalt surface or similar product. Pitch

to have type 3 sub-base with minimum 30% void content in
accordance with DFT 1998 (BS 7533) to act as attenuation.
It is assumed the pitch cross fall and longitudinal fall will be

shallower than 1:80 to aid maximizing the attenuation
volume available. Additional cellular storage may be
required where pitch gradients are steeper than this.

Type 3 Sub-base layout sized at 580m²  x 0.35m deep

Pool drainage outfall connection
to be designed by pool specialist

Further topographical survey works
required at location of proposed
headwall to ensure outfall is above
the water line prior to start of works.
Hydrock Civil Engineer to be
notified immediately if proposed
outfall lies above beneath water
level.
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IL 28.20

Hydrobrake chamber restricting storm water
discharge to 1.0 l/s (near greenfield runoff)

Hydrobrake unit reference =
MD-SHE-0047-1000-1000 -1000

Design head = 1.00m

Hydrobrake chamber restricting storm water
discharge to 1.0 l/s (near greenfield runoff)
Hydrobrake unit reference =
MD-SHE-0047-1000-1000 -1000
Design head = 1.00m

Permeable paving system
System B - partial infiltration to BS 7533-13.

allows water falling onto the pavement to
infiltrate down through the joints or voids

passing through the sub-base. A series of
perforated pipes or fin drains are laid at the
top of the subgrade to collect excess water

Pool backwash pump and rising main location shown indicatively. To be designed by
pool specialist. Separate drainage system required. This discharge is not to enter

the treatment plant or watercourse. To discharge to a Chlorine Separation tank.

New drain runs to be
coordinated with structural

engineer to avoid clash with
foundations/ reinforcement
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existing outfall. It is not
possible to connect to new
drainage and SuDS
arrangement due to level
constraints and proximity to
bridge foundations and tree
root protection area.

2no. storm drainage
shown for differing

levels and outfall to
pump. Both drains to be

retained to allow for
high level overflow in
case of pump failure

Chlorine Separation tank. To collect
and hold swimming pool backwash.
To be emptied by vacuum truck and
deposited at a licensed site. This
foul water is not to enter the
treatment plant or discharge in to
the watercourse. Tank size to be
specified by Pool specialist, subject
to frequency of pool use and
emptying. Location to allow suitable
range for maintenance vehicles

Headwall.01
IL 28.115

Further topographical survey works
required at location of proposed
headwall to ensure outfall is above
the water line prior to start of works.
Hydrock Civil Engineer to be
notified immediately if proposed
outfall lies above beneath water
level.
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fixed to bridge. Shown
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coordination required with

M&E Engineer and
Structural Engineer.
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Cellular storage to accommodate 1 in 100 year storm event + 40% climate change.
To be agreed with Mendip District Council.
Aquacell (by Wavin) or similar product
Dimensions = 171m² x 1.0m deep
Volume = 171m³
Bottom of tank IL = 28.240m
Top of tank = 29.240m
Cover level = as existing
Cover to be minimum 300mm topsoil.
Not to be trafficked. Alternatively concrete slab protection required.
Based on a catchment area of 3080m² (0.308ha)
Tank to be wrapped in permeable membrane to allow for some infiltration.
Attenuation sized on a discharge rate of 2.4 l/s. Volume requirements will change
(increase / decrease) where a different restricted discharge is dictated by the LA.
Minimum 700mm cover required for vehicle trafficking. Alternatively:  -

1. reinforced concrete protection slab is required or,
2. divert access away from tank, or,
3. relocate tank away from access
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Cavity drainage/ waterproof membrane
system associated with tanked wall

shown indicatively. Further coordination
with design team required.

Existing drainage to be removed /
grubbed up. All existing live foul

drainage to be diverted to new foul
water system / new storm system

New drain runs to be
coordinated with structural
engineer to avoid clash with
foundations/ reinforcement LDC

Refer to p3r engineers M&E services drawing
2324-MPH1901 for details on plant drainage
within basement. Pump rising main to be
coordinated with p3r and extend from below
ground to above ground along basement wall
and run along side basement ceiling drainage
outlet to ground beneath main build to the
north elevation.

Foul water pump duty and standby pump in case of pump failure.
Further coordination with design team and architect required to
confirm foul stack position ad floor levels. Where possible levels
are to be raised to allow a gravity system to operate without the
requirement of a pump. High level overflow required to
downstream chamber. 24 hr storage required.
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Further coordination  with
design team required to
ascertain invert level of

foul stack associated with
pool facilities. Layout
shown indicatively. A

pump may be required.
Chlorine Separation
holding tank
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Minimum storm water
catchment to drain to
foul pump.

Dew Pond to U&H detail.
Inlet and outlet headwall arrangement to be
natural stone arrangement concealing pipes.
Pipe levels to be installed at higher level to
allow water depth with free board to
accommodate storm water attenuation. Base
to be compacted gravels and subsoil lined
with Bentotex GCL 100 Geosynthetic Clay
liner. Shape and depth to be confirmed

Inspection chamber to have
reduced orifice to allow some

storm water attenuation within the
freeboard depth of the Dew Pond.
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Access / entrance to be constructed of
solid finish. Surface fall to linear drainage

channel to prevent spillage of storm water
on highway. Outfall to brook.
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Headwall.01
IL 28.270

Existing storm water
chamber to remain to allow
egress of potential ground
water. Cover to be replaced
with triple sealed cover
appropriate for new flooring

Apple barn foul drainage shown indicatively.
Further coordination with architect required to
ascertain foul stack locations

High level over flow
connection required
to mitigate flood risk
in case of blockages

RWP drain to be routed
under building slab to avoid

tree root zone to the rear.

Basement
arrangement (pink)

Drainage associated with the swimming
pool edges shown indicatively and is  to

be designed by pool specialist

Outfall to be removed and old stone
shallow culvert to be removed /
grubbed up. Note existing overflow
in the south west corner of the pond
to remain.

Existing pond
overflow to remain

Existing drain from
pond to be grouted
beneath building
footprint .

Existing drain from pond to be
grouted beneath building footprint .

Civil Engineer and Landscape
Architect to coordinate and tie in
levels to existing ground within
this area. Note local chambers
depth and type may change.

Foul water treatment plant. Location of Treatment
plant to be beyond 10m from the habitable
dwelling and within 30m of maintenance vehicle
parking location. Product to conform to Mendip
District Council requirements and comply to
approved Phosphates report in accordance with
Somerset Waste Core Strategy (2013).
Approximate size for 24 persons,
Dimensions (based on Klargester BioAir 7
Sewage Plant) = 5.555m x 1.920mØ
Installation depth = 2.245m to 3.745m

Anti-flood valve to be fixed to the
incoming pipe from SMH.10 to stop
surcharge and flooding of lower
external area

SMH.12 shows a gravity outfall. This results in the downstream
system being approximately 500mm deeper (subject to Architect's
surface levels proposals).  Alternatively a pump is to be installed to
allow excavations to be shallower and ensure the outfall headwall
into the brook is above the water line

Hydrobrake chamber restricting storm water discharge to 2.4 l/s.
Outfall to Bradley Brook.

Hydrobrake unit reference = MD-SHE-0069-2400-1300-2400
Design head = 1.50m

MUGA pitch to have permeable asphalt surface.   Tarmac
Ultiporous Tennis Asphalt surface or similar product. Pitch

to have type 3 sub-base with minimum 30% void content in
accordance with DFT 1998 (BS 7533) to act as attenuation.
It is assumed the pitch cross fall and longitudinal fall will be

shallower than 1:80 to aid maximizing the attenuation
volume available. Additional cellular storage may be
required where pitch gradients are steeper than this.

Type 3 Sub-base layout sized at 580m²  x 0.35m deep

Pool drainage outfall connection
to be designed by pool specialist

Further topographical survey works
required at location of proposed
headwall to ensure outfall is above
the water line prior to start of works.
Hydrock Civil Engineer to be
notified immediately if proposed
outfall lies above beneath water
level.
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SMH.104
CL 30.50
IL 29.80

Headwall.02
IL 28.20

Hydrobrake chamber restricting storm water
discharge to 1.0 l/s (near greenfield runoff)

Hydrobrake unit reference =
MD-SHE-0047-1000-1000 -1000

Design head = 1.00m

Hydrobrake chamber restricting storm water
discharge to 1.0 l/s (near greenfield runoff)
Hydrobrake unit reference =
MD-SHE-0047-1000-1000 -1000
Design head = 1.00m

Permeable paving system
System B - partial infiltration to BS 7533-13.

allows water falling onto the pavement to
infiltrate down through the joints or voids

passing through the sub-base. A series of
perforated pipes or fin drains are laid at the
top of the subgrade to collect excess water

Pool backwash pump and rising main location shown indicatively. To be designed by
pool specialist. Separate drainage system required. This discharge is not to enter

the treatment plant or watercourse. To discharge to a Chlorine Separation tank.

New drain runs to be
coordinated with structural

engineer to avoid clash with
foundations/ reinforcement
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Existing RWP on southern
elevation to discharge to
existing outfall. It is not
possible to connect to new
drainage and SuDS
arrangement due to level
constraints and proximity to
bridge foundations and tree
root protection area.

2no. storm drainage
shown for differing

levels and outfall to
pump. Both drains to be

retained to allow for
high level overflow in
case of pump failure

Chlorine Separation tank. To collect
and hold swimming pool backwash.
To be emptied by vacuum truck and
deposited at a licensed site. This
foul water is not to enter the
treatment plant or discharge in to
the watercourse. Tank size to be
specified by Pool specialist, subject
to frequency of pool use and
emptying. Location to allow suitable
range for maintenance vehicles

Headwall.01
IL 28.115

Further topographical survey works
required at location of proposed
headwall to ensure outfall is above
the water line prior to start of works.
Hydrock Civil Engineer to be
notified immediately if proposed
outfall lies above beneath water
level.
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Cast iron pipe above ground
fixed to bridge. Shown

indicatively. Further
coordination required with

M&E Engineer and
Structural Engineer.
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Cellular storage to accommodate 1 in 100 year storm event + 40% climate change.
To be agreed with Mendip District Council.
Aquacell (by Wavin) or similar product
Dimensions = 171m² x 1.0m deep
Volume = 171m³
Bottom of tank IL = 28.240m
Top of tank = 29.240m
Cover level = as existing
Cover to be minimum 300mm topsoil.
Not to be trafficked. Alternatively concrete slab protection required.
Based on a catchment area of 3080m² (0.308ha)
Tank to be wrapped in permeable membrane to allow for some infiltration.
Attenuation sized on a discharge rate of 2.4 l/s. Volume requirements will change
(increase / decrease) where a different restricted discharge is dictated by the LA.
Minimum 700mm cover required for vehicle trafficking. Alternatively:  -

1. reinforced concrete protection slab is required or,
2. divert access away from tank, or,
3. relocate tank away from access

SMH.11A
CL. 28.92
IL. 28.22

150Ø 28.3m@1:150
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Cavity drainage/ waterproof membrane
system associated with tanked wall

shown indicatively. Further coordination
with design team required.

Existing drainage to be removed /
grubbed up. All existing live foul

drainage to be diverted to new foul
water system / new storm system

New drain runs to be
coordinated with structural
engineer to avoid clash with
foundations/ reinforcement LDC

Refer to p3r engineers M&E services drawing
2324-MPH1901 for details on plant drainage
within basement. Pump rising main to be
coordinated with p3r and extend from below
ground to above ground along basement wall
and run along side basement ceiling drainage
outlet to ground beneath main build to the
north elevation.

Foul water pump duty and standby pump in case of pump failure.
Further coordination with design team and architect required to
confirm foul stack position ad floor levels. Where possible levels
are to be raised to allow a gravity system to operate without the
requirement of a pump. High level overflow required to
downstream chamber. 24 hr storage required.
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Further coordination  with
design team required to
ascertain invert level of

foul stack associated with
pool facilities. Layout
shown indicatively. A

pump may be required.
Chlorine Separation
holding tank

150Ø 14.0m@1:150

Minimum storm water
catchment to drain to
foul pump.

Dew Pond to U&H detail.
Inlet and outlet headwall arrangement to be
natural stone arrangement concealing pipes.
Pipe levels to be installed at higher level to
allow water depth with free board to
accommodate storm water attenuation. Base
to be compacted gravels and subsoil lined
with Bentotex GCL 100 Geosynthetic Clay
liner. Shape and depth to be confirmed

Inspection chamber to have
reduced orifice to allow some

storm water attenuation within the
freeboard depth of the Dew Pond.

SIC.01A
CL. 31.05
IL. 30.65

150Ø 20m@1:150

1:500

Unit B1
Elmbridge Court
Gloucester
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P01 Preliminary Issue 19.12.23 GJ RS | RS

REVISIONS

NOTES

KEY PLAN

1. All dimensions are to be checked on site before the commencement of works. Any
discrepancies are to be reported to the Architect & Engineer for verification. Figured
dimensions only are to be taken from this drawing.

2. The DWG file is issued for the purposes of coordination only and do not represent
formal drawing issue and are not to be reprinted in any form. Formal issue of
drawings is via DWF, Adobe PDF files and/or hard copies and their associated
information issue sheets.

3. Note that all care has been taken with the export of DWG files and their content, but
we recommend that you make due dimensional checks before using any DWG file
information. Any errors found are to be reported to Hydrock immediately.

4. Levels shown in metres above Ordnance Datum (mAOD).
5. All private drainage to comply with current Building Regulations, BS EN-752 Drain

and Sewer systems outside Buildings and other relevant British Standards and
Codes of Practices.

6. All external drainage within trafficked areas with less than 1.2m cover to have type Z
concrete bed and surround.  All external drainage within landscaped areas with
cover less than 0.6m to have type Z concrete bed and surround. All drainage with
greater cover than the minimum required to have type S bed and surround.

7. All drainage to be laid soffit to soffit unless otherwise shown.
8. The Contractor is to verify the line, level and diameter of existing sewers before

commencing drainage works.
9. All foul drainage to be minimum 100mm diameter, all surface water drainage to be

minimum 150mm diameter unless otherwise shown.
10. Cover levels shown on this drawing refer to approximate surface levels. It is the

contractors responsibility to ensure that access covers and frames are set at the
final surface levels.

11. Where possible the contractor is to orientate manhole biscuits and covers to locate
them parallel to kerbs and paving.

12. The Contractor should comply with hs(g) 47 "Avoiding Danger from Underground
Services" when excavating around existing services.

13. It is the contractors responsibility to determine the location and depth of all existing
services, mains and cables prior to construction.

14. Contractor to provide temporary screens in each of the down stream manholes
during the construction period of the development in accordance with SFA 2.9.10
and the local sewerage undertakers requirements.

15. All in-situ concrete and precast concrete components to be manufactured using
Sulphate Resisting Portland Cement, (SRPC) to BS 4027, if required, subject to soil
conditions. Manhole components to be to BS EN 1917:2002.

16. All ironwork to be kite marked by BSI or certified by equal inspection authority.
17. All redundant connections to be capped off and grouted from the down stream

manhole.
18. All new drainage pipes to be jetted, CCTV surveyed with DVD recording and any

defects highlighted to the supervising officer. Following the rectification of any
defects, the drain is to be re-surveyed with CCTV and the recordings made available
to the project manager/engineer.

19. Prior to commencing the works the contractor is to confirm  details of the existing
drainage system as noted on the drawing.

20. Prior to commencing the works the contractor is to undertake the drainage
investigation work as noted on the drawing.

21. Cover levels of all drainage shown indicatively. Contractor to ensure cover levels are
in accordance with proposed surface level plans.

DESIGN COORDINATION & RISK ITEMS

a. All rwps and soil stacks are shown indicatively. Civil engineering proposals are to
be coordinated with the wider design team following receipt of information.

b. Avoidance of existing services and utilities for new proposed drainage has not
been completed. This to be detailed. An allowance for diversions to be made for
costing purposes.

c. Drains through building slab and foundations shown indicatively. Further
coordination with design team required to avoidance of structural foundations.

d. Drainage strategy subject approval from  LLFA & Local Authorties. Note whereby
it is requested that storm water discharge rates are to be reduced will impact on
size of attenuation requirements

e. Foul pump and storage to be design by pump specialist.
f. Swimming pool drainage to be designed by a pool specialist
g. All inspection chambers and manholes within landscaped areas to have recessed

covers

P02 Updated with comments from
Architect 25.01.2024 07.02.24 RS GJ | GJ

P03
Dew Pond added viewports

repositioned 21.02.24 GJ RH | RH

P04 Landscape Plan updated 15.03.24 GJ GJ | DB
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15.8 Flood risk and surface water

The site is located wholly within Flood Zone 1. The site is at 
‘medium’ risk of flooding from an Ordinary Watercourse, the Bradley 
Brook, and at a ‘medium’ risk of groundwater flooding. The site is at 
‘low’ or ‘negligible’ risk from all remaining sources.

A flood risk assessment has been produced by Hydrock and 
included in the submission. This report demonstrates that, in the 
respect to flood risk, the proposed development:

Is suitable in the location proposed if mitigation measures are 
considered;

• Will be adequately flood resistant and resilient;

• Will not place additional persons at risk of flooding, and will offer 
a safe means of access and egress;

• Will not increase flood risk elsewhere as a result of the 
proposed redevelopment through the loss of floodplain storage 
or impedance of flood flows; and

• Will put in place measures to ensure surface water is 
appropriately managed. As such, the application is concluded to 
meet flood risk requirements of the NPPF 
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16.0 Conclusion  

The proposals are sensitive to the heritage asset, preserving and 
promoting the most important aspects of the main house and wider 
site, whilst removing previous harmful alterations.

The proposals take into account two rounds of pre-planning advice. 
The scheme has been developed in constant discourse with the 
Heritage Consultant and based on a sound understanding of the 
heritage asset. 

Specialist designers have been employed and their 
recommendations incorporated into the scheme.  Specialist 
reports by each have been included in the application. 

• Structure 
• Heritage
• Archaeology
• Highways 
• Landscape 
• Ecology and Biodiversity
• Flood risk 
• Surface water/foul Drainage and Phosphates 

The proposals add new contemporary sympathetic elements of 
high-quality design indicating a new stage of the building’s life 
whilst securing the future ongoing use of the site as a private house 
of significance in the village.

We look forward to a swift positive determination of the application. 
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